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Abstract

Science is a tedious and painstaking business. Many discoveries are considered incremental, individually not
necessarily earth shattering, but collectively providing the critical broad framework on which pivotal insights
can emerge. Transformational discoveries spring from this knowledge legacy of others and spur a fervent
discovery process, often driven by technological developments. The seminal discovery of major histocom-
patibility class restriction I (MHCI) and its role in antiviral infections by Doherty and Zinkernagel in 1974 was
one such discovery—the key that unlocked the treasure chest to the rich tapestry of the diversity of the immune
system. An army of researchers have teased apart the different elements of the immune response, which now
brings us to a deeper understanding of immune memory and protective immunity. In this process, it has
uncovered a multitude of cell types that bridge the innate and adaptive arms of the immune system—blurring
the line between these two branches—and ultimately fortifying the development of long-term immune pro-
tection.
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Classical Frameworks Blurred by Discoveries

The immune system protects the body against foreign
invaders. It draws together the evolutionary ancient

‘‘innate’’ immune response and the ‘‘modern’’ adaptive re-
sponse, which for many years have been largely viewed
and explored as two distinctly separate, but complemen-
tary, strands in immunology. The innate arm is considered
universal—it lacks antigen-specific receptors, but can be
rapidly mobilized to attack a potential invader by almost
immediate induction of an armory of effector functions in
the innate immune cells. In contrast, the adaptive system is
marked by exquisite specificity in antigen recognition and
with this comes the ability to generate immune ‘‘memory.’’
Immune memory uniquely ensures that the body has long-
lived protection. It depends on rewiring of the cellular ge-
nomic machinery found in naive cells to generate high-
affinity antigen-specific B and T cells that become ‘‘poised’’
in their capacity to rapidly induce effector molecules similar
to innate cells, a feature we endeavor to take advantage of for
vaccination. Discoveries set in motion over the past 100
years, however, have blurred the line between the sharply
defined functions of the innate and adaptive immune systems,

opening up a rich world of connections between these arms,
which we are now just beginning to unravel.

Major Histocompatibility Complex Class I Restriction:
The Secret to Tuning the Immune System’s Levers

The notion of immune specificity had been appreciated for
some time. Nevertheless, the earliest immunologists Ehrlich
(1878) (26) and Metchnikoff (1892) (51) sat on opposite sides
of the divide on the topic of how specificity and the properties
of immune memory might be imparted, and despite extensive
speculation and heated debate, it has remained elusive (Fig. 1).*
Indeed, it is only in the last 50 years, facilitated by many
technical advances, that the field has started to unravel the
fundamental characteristics of immune cells that define mem-
ory and the protective functions that finely tune immune re-
sponses after encounters with antigens and foreign organisms.

Gorer, an early pioneer in transplant immunology, ob-
served in cancer studies that tumors failed to grow when
transplanted into genetically disparate hosts (31). Through
this observation, he helped discover the murine major
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George Snell, Bradford & Haverhill for determining
the genetic regulation of tissue tolerance or rejection
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Identified how the immune system recognizes virus-infected cells
via generation of viral peptide fragments presented on a cell’s surface

First crystal structure of the major histocompatibility complex (HLA-A2)
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Generation of the first stable MHC class I tetramers with Mark Davis
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FIG. 1. Timeline of key discoveries around MHC restriction and understanding specificity in the immune system. MHC,
major histocompatibility complex.
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histocompatibility 2 locus, (or H-2) which is analogous to
the human leukocyte antigen. Snell (66,67) together with
Baruj Benacerraf and Jean Dausset concluded that it must be
genetic factors that dictated whether a positive or negative
outcome (so called ‘‘compatibility’’) would transpire after
transplanting tissue between individuals. Compatible trans-
plants would allow a graft to establish, while noncompatible
transplants would result in enormous tissue damage and
graft failure. This group was later awarded the Nobel Prize
for Physiology or Medicine in 1980 (www.nobelprize.org/
prizes/medicine/1980/summary?). These discoveries were a
key step forward in the transplantation field, but did not
identify the mechanics of tissue rejection. This would wait
until the unique combination of Doherty and Zinkernagal
came together at the John Curtin School of Medical Re-
search in Canberra, Australia, where together they stitched
together the meaning of previous work and then performed
the pivotal experiments that shed light on this complex
problem. They determined that tissue damage or responses
against a pathogen fundamentally required a T cell to si-
multaneously recognize a foreign antigen together with a
self-protein of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
expressed on the surface of antigen-presenting cells. It was
this step that resulted in the induction of the destructive
effector functions of the cytotoxic T cell to kill pathogen-
infected cells (81,82). Together Doherty and Zinkernagel
shared the Nobel Prize in 1996 (www.nobelprize.org/prizes/
medicine/1996/summary). This discovery represented a
pivotal turning point in unraveling the interactions that
dictated specificity. Despite this, the outcomes of responses,
especially antiviral responses depended on the broader
enumeration of the number of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. The
individual specificity of a T cell was not known, or whether
they were all specific, or so called ‘‘bystander cells’’ drawn
into a response by the flood of cytokines in the inflammatory
millieu. In fact, there was no technique that could allow
detection of these antigen-specific T cells to understand exactly
how the cells were programmed to even consider how they
might be used either therapeutically or in strategic vaccine
design. This remained a significant roadblock in progress.

The Tetramer Revolution: Miscounting Reveals
New Paradigms

For more than a decade, Mark Davis together with several
postdoctoral fellows, worked on this problem in an effort to
integrate molecular and cellular aspects of T cell recogni-
tion. In 1996, Altman and Mark successfully generated the
first stable MHC class I peptide tetramers and demonstrated
for the first time, the ability to track antigen-specific CD8+ T
cells (3). This was achieved by creating a monomer of the
MHC class I heavy chain, b2m, into which a specific peptide
could be folded, and then biotinylating the heavy chain tail
to allow it to be conjugated with an avidin-labeled fluoro-
chrome, thereby creating the multimeric soluble MHC class
I-peptide tetramers. Combined with fluorescence-activated
cell analyses, this tool could be used in a manner similar to
an antibody to detect virus-specific cells. In the first study,
these tetramers were used to map influenza and human
immunodeficiency virus responses in man (3). Studies in
mice followed very soon after with John Altman joining
forces first with Ahmed (Emory Vaccine Center, Atlanta,

Georgia), and subsequently through a collaboration with
Doherty and other researchers to launch frantic efforts to
unravel ‘‘the numbers’’ on a variety of antiviral responses
(17,27,53). Before this transformational development, enu-
meration of antigen-specific T cells depended on extrapo-
lating from chromium release assays and the ‘‘gold
standard’’ for quantitation—the limiting dilution assay
(LDA). The LDA combined cell purification with micro-
culturing and 51Cr-labeling resulting in ‘‘mountains’’ of
tissue culture plates that were read on a gamma counter
(2,73). Other experiments immediately preceding the tetra-
mer technology involved restimulating cells with cognate
peptides—this required prior knowledge of the pathogen or
antigen-specific peptides—but allowed ELISPOT analyses
or use with flow cytometry to map intracellular cytokine
production from which calculations of T cell numbers could
be made (36,47,72). This latter approach became invaluable
in driving peptide epitope mining to allow the subsequent
development of tetramer reagents. It was cheap and could be
relatively high-throughput at a time when the establishment
of Tetramer Facilities was only just beginning.

Within a short period, an entire library of CD8+ tetramers
were developed, but the technology was also extended to the
more complex CD4+ tetramers (20,24,64), which collec-
tively allowed highly quantitative analyses of immune re-
sponses to be performed. In addition to the amazing utility
of tetramers in being able to stain live cells directly from
tissues, it also allowed comparisons of the different quan-
titation approaches to be performed against the more es-
tablished techniques and to allow immunologists to fully
characterize the numbers, distribution, function, and mo-
lecular wiring of T cells. Several of the findings that
emerged from these studies challenged the prevailing un-
derstanding of the time.

More than about dominance

It had long been held that the cytotoxic T cell populations
generated in response to viruses were directed toward a
single immunodominant epitope, or at least, no more than a
very small number of different T cell epitopes. However, the
capacity to use mimotopes—large libraries of small quan-
tities of peptides designed, based on the sequence template
of a pathogen—together with tetramers revealed that path-
ogens encoded dozens peptides that could be recognized by
CD4+ and CD8+ T cell populations although differing in abun-
dance and effector molecule profile and all likely to play im-
portant roles in an antiviral response (4,5,9,10,19,23,69,76,79).
In addition, recent evidence indicates that most viral pep-
tides displayed by MHC class I on infected cells are in fact
immunogenic (21). Many factors dictate the efficient pre-
sentation of these peptides and subsequent amplification of
different T cell specificities during an infection, but the vast
library of peptides generated by the processing machinery of
a cell are critical for optimizing the generation of different T
cell populations through different modes of antigen pre-
sentation on different MHC haplotypes (11,12,74). Despite
this enormous progress in understanding the specificity of T
cell populations and how they are generated, a key question
remains in the field—is simply generating large populations
of pathogen-specific T cells the ideal protective response or
are smaller subdominant populations crucial in immune
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defense, particularly in chronic infections where evasion
strategies against less abundant viral proteins may not be as
strongly targeted.

The first comprehensive catalog of T cells everywhere

In addition to beginning to understand the heterogeneity
of T cell populations generated in an immune response, for
the first time, immunologists could enumerate and catalog
both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells across whole body responses in
both lymphoid and nonlymphoid tissues. This allowed the
development of a much clearer understanding of the dy-
namic regulation of cells in different tissue compartments,
their trafficking behavior, and functional capability within
their various niches (48,49,57). Ultimately, this set the stage
for probing T cell-lodged nonlymphoid tissues in much
more detail. One might anticipate that some cells that were
strategically located at barrier surfaces might be poised
for more immediate responses, akin to innate cells, against
infections. Indeed, such cells, now known as CD8+ tissue-
resident T cells (28,29) were identified as were other pop-
ulations of uncharacterized T cells such as T follicular
helper cells, Tc17 cells, and unanticipated populations such
as those that emerge in chronic infections that might be
functionally reprogrammed to afford some protection, even
in an apparently T cell exhaustion setting (34,44).

Reshaping how we view CD4+ T cell help

CD4+ T cell help had long been held to be variably re-
quired for effective induction of an effective CD8+ T cell
response. The trigger for their necessity depended on the
degree of inflammation associated with an infection
whereby very strong inflammation resulting in large
amounts of cytokine being produced circumvented the
contributions normally afforded by the helper CD4+ T cell
subset. Reanalyses of the early experiments initially per-
formed using LDA but now using MHC class I-tetramers
and with a focus on understanding whether loss of CD4 T
cell ‘‘help’’ might induce other previously unappreciated
holes such as functional deficits showed otherwise. Tetra-
mers allowed careful enumeration of the virus-specific
cells at every stage of the CD8+ T cell response. It showed
that surprisingly, CD8+ T cells that did not ‘‘dance’’ with
CD4+ T cells during the genesis of a response were only
poorly armed and struggled to survive long term for recall
into a secondary response, seriously impairing enduring
protective memory (8,50,71). This was perplexing, but
cross-analyses with the LDA approach showed that short-
term in vitro expansion of T cells masked the overall
failure of individual cells to survive resulting in the de-
velopment of a model that did not fully reflect the devel-
opment and outcome of a full-blown antiviral response
in vivo. This reduced survival and impaired expansion of
CD8+ T cells during the recall response appear to rely on
the TNF-a-related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL),
which fails to be properly regulated in the absence of CD4+

T cell help (6,35). Collectively, our appreciation for the
critical cues provided by CD4+ T cells at the earliest stages
of an infection has radically changed and this has had a
major impact on how we view of the ‘‘ingredients’’ nec-
essary to design effective vaccines.

Immunological accounting—much more
than we expected

That ability to apply a quantitative analysis to antigen-
specific T cells revealed that we could not fully account for
all the T cells or other immune cells in general if the tet-
ramer numbers were simply defined by our current models
and knowledge. Had we missed something—were there
populations of immune cells that we had not yet discovered?
This was fuelled by the more widespread application of
genomics to the analyses of T cells—either through indi-
vidual cell analyses or tracking approaches. Genomics has
revolutionized our understanding of how not only T cell
receptors are put together but also B cell receptors—par-
ticularly the diversity in selection of alpha and beta chains
encoding public and private specificities that enable them to
recognize linear and conformational viral epitopes. In ad-
dition, various cell tracking methods were developed to
stain cells ex vivo and adoptively transfer them back into
hosts (e.g., carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester
[CFSE] labeling together with T cell receptor transgenic
mice) (46,52,58,68) and mice encoding ‘‘master’’ tran-
scription factors linked to fluorescent markers to enable the
behavior and history of cells to be tracked in vivo. The
premise of the latter was that a particular factor was largely,
if not completely, restricted to an individual T cell type or
stage. However, it began to emerge that this was not nec-
essarily the case and that other T cells and immune cells also
expressed such markers providing clues to a much broader
repertoire of cells involved in immune protection.

Nonconventional T Cells—Bridging
the Adaptive-Innate Divide

A vast variety of antigens exist in the environment. The
immune responses typically focused on by the research
community mapped to our conventional understanding that
T cell epitopes, especially CD8+ T cell epitopes, are linear
peptides that bind into the MHC class I or class II groves
delineated by two a-helices overlying and eight antiparallel
b-strands, but differing on whether the grooves are open or
closed (41). Linear epitopes provide a simple model, but
does not account for a large number of antigens that had
much more complex structures (e.g., complex glycopro-
teins) creating a major gap in our overall understanding of
the dynamic and broad recognition process in immunity. It
was appreciated, however, that large populations of ‘‘non-
conventional’’ T cells could be found in immune responses.
These often accumulated in mucosal sites and they could
recognize nonpeptide antigens presented by specialized
MHC class I-like molecules. These T cells included CD1-
restricted T cells, MR1-restricted mucosal-associated in-
variant T cells (MAIT cells), MHC class Ib-reactive T cells,
and cd T cells which could recognize lipids, small-molecule
metabolites, and modified peptides, some of which could
be derived from pathogens (30,62). Examples of these are
MHC class Ib-reactive T cells that are necessary in mul-
tiple infections, including herpesvirus (15) and Listeria
infection (16,43,55); and MAIT cells that are restricted
to the nonpolymorphic MHC class I-like protein MR1, a
b2-microglobulin-associated antigen-presenting molecule
(32,59,75). Tetramers are now available to allow the com-
prehensive mapping of these very different types of cells
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revealing, for example, that MAIT cells are a highly re-
presented population in humans. Now, the focus is to elu-
cidate how they work in concert with classical adaptive
immune cells to afford protection.

Innate Cells Share Key Features of Adaptive
Immune Cells in Defense and Protection

Due to the specificity of their receptors and their capacity
to develop high potency ‘‘mature’’ receptors and a genomic
architecture endowing them with a heightened ability to
respond to reencounter with a pathogen, B cells and T cells
have long been held as the keepers of the enduring protec-
tive memory response (Fig. 2). Immunological memory has
been viewed as a defining feature of the adaptive immune
system. These hallmarks of memory include (a) high pro-
liferative potential or clonal expansion, (b) the ability to
rapidly generate effector cells while maintaining a memory
cohort and thus ‘‘memory-enabled’’ cells that exhibit mul-
tipotency, and (c) the ability to self-renew through signals
provided by the cytokines IL-7 and IL-15 that drive ho-
meostatic turnover. It is now clearer that a subset of naive T
cells preferentially give rise to the memory cohort and these
can be detected within the first few days of an infection
(22,33,37–39,56), but also that effector CD8+ T cells can be
‘‘rewired’’ to form memory cells (80). The emergence of
this memory population is associated with the development
of epigenetic modifications that allow a cell to essentially
‘‘fix’’ or ‘‘bookmark’’ gene expression patterns enabling
rapid access to the cellular response machinery and induc-
tion of effector molecules (1,80). The ability to isolate
antigen-specific T cells at specific stages of development in
response to antigens has greatly facilitated teasing apart the
molecular program that regulates the formation of different
classes of these cells. It has also enabled comparison with
innate lineages to demonstrate that the switches that impart
‘‘effector’’ and ‘‘memory’’ traits are not restricted solely to
adaptive immune cells (42) (Fig. 2).

Memory is not just for T cells

Innate immune cells exhibit two distinct features that
strongly parallel T cell development—memory and plas-
ticity (Fig. 2, Table 1). This is perhaps best highlighted by
natural killer (NK) cells, in which murine cytomegalovirus
(MCMV) preferentially activates the receptor Ly49H.
Ly49H binds the MCMV-encoded glycoprotein m157 to
drive clonal expansion and contraction of NK cells, result-
ing in the formation of a long-lived memory pool that can be
recalled into a subsequent challenge (14,42,70). NK cell
populations, similar to adaptive immune cells, can be am-
plified through a multisignal model using a combination of

FIG. 2. Characteristics of immune cells in protective
responses.
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antigen recognition through activating receptors (signal 1),
accessory molecules such as DNAM-1 (DNAX Accessory
Molecule-1 or CD226) (signal 2, costimulation), and in-
flammation via cytokine stimulation (signal 3) that results in
chromatin changes akin to T cell modifications (42). Cyto-
kines alone are sufficient to drive expansion of NK cell
populations, however, this antigen-independent pathway
does not result in enduring persistence of the NK cells in
contrast to that observed for antigen-dependent NK cell
responses. Thus, cytokines result in poorly sustained mem-
ory responses. To what extent other innate and noncon-
ventional lymphocytes also exhibit long-lived memory
properties remains unclear. However, these observations
highlight the opportunity to target lineages other than T cells
in driving immune protection and therapy and to think more
broadly about what comprises immune memory.

Plasticity enables dynamic responses

Plasticity is a characteristic which is most notably asso-
ciated with CD4+ T cells, which can differentiate and ac-
quire distinct functions to combat pathogens but can adapt
and fine tune their effector functions to the specific cellular
cues of the infection (25). These changes are programmed
within a framework of cytosolic signaling, metabolic and
epigenetic circuitry that establishes and stabilizes T cell
identity. Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs), a relatively recently
discovered family of cells, strongly parallel CD4+ T cell
subsets in their functional attributes (77). ILCs can, like
CD4+ T cells, exhibit significant plasticity following their
differentiation into their canonical group 1, 2, and 3 subsets
(7,18,40,54,61,63,65,78). Although specific ILCs exhibit
distinct subgroups and are enriched in different tissue mi-
croenvironments, they are functionally plastic in the pres-
ence of appropriate cytokine stimuli and can thus mimic
features of other ILC subsets [e.g., ILC3/ILC1-like cells
under IL-12 or IL-15 stimulation (13,18,78); ILC1/ILC3
via IL-23 stimulation in humans (18); and ILC2/ILC1-like
cells (45,54,65)]. A commonality to each of these transitions
is the ability of ILC to be enabled to secrete IFN-c and
afford enhanced protection during disease control. Thus,
ILCs situated predominantly at the body’s surfaces parallel
CD4+ T cell behavior and exhibit enormous flexibility in
calibrating their responses to effectively ward off foreign
invaders.

Essential and Redundant Roles of Innate
and Adaptive Cells in Immune Responses

The capacity to elucidate the complex mechanisms reg-
ulated by MHC class I restriction, and to subsequently map
individual antigen-specific cells involved in that recognition
process, has been instrumental in unraveling the much larger
spectrum of cells that bridge the innate-adaptive divide and
ultimately affords immune protection. It is now clear that
differences in the rapidity of a response to an insult and
immune cell location are key features in defining the tem-
poral engagement of innate and adaptive immune cells and
the orchestration of their functional programs (60). How-
ever, studies over the recent years in teasing apart the
complex tapestry of the system have revealed it as multi-
layered with parallel and complementary checkpoints be-
tween the innate and adaptive systems, opening a richness

and complexity that have not previously been appreciated.
These developments have been somewhat unexpected but
coincide with major developments in the genomics and
multiomics. They build on seminal findings in understand-
ing immune recognition and specificity and will enable the
field to establish where and when different immune cells
contribute to protective responses with unprecedented res-
olution and to translate these findings into tangible thera-
peutic benefits.
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